Conquer Complexity with RosettaNet Standards

RosettaNet Standards are used in the most efficient supply chain networks to eliminate business process complexity, and allow all trading partners to communicate in a common language. RosettaNet Partner Interface Processes® (PIPs®) are developed to simplify and automate end-to-end e-business processes.

Electronic Certificate of Analysis (eCofA)

The RosettaNet community has a long history of creating business to business standards. With more than 13,000 connections and 1,200 trading partners, RosettaNet users know how to create business value. The electronic Certificate of Analysis (eCofA) message establishes a new industry standard with a more efficient and useable structure for eCofA communicating electronic material certificates.

The Business Challenge:

Today, many trading partners are required to communicate and submit material certificates to their customers in various ways. This approach can be difficult to manage and costly when applied to multiple suppliers and customers throughout their industry trading networks. In addition to being a resource and cost burden, the risk of error is high due to managing multiple manual processes. This results in re-work, and ADDS complexity and inefficiency to the process.
The Business Solution:

The RosettaNet Semiconductor Manufacturing Council has led the development of a new standard to address the problem of sending materials certificates manually. This standard will capture CoA data and provide the customer a standard electronic format designed by the high-tech community. Adoption, implementation, and execution of this standard will eliminate complexity and inefficiency, and allow operators to focus their resources on higher value operations. Additionally, this standard requires the use of an industry standard code list (instead of an open text field) that eliminates the potential of error and rework; which in turn saves time and maintenance costs.

For more information about eCoA, please visit [www.rosettanet.org/ecoA](http://www.rosettanet.org/ecoA)
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One supplier who submits CoA data through various methods today (proprietary XML, CSV format, spreadsheets, and scanned files) anticipates a reduction of over $250,000 USD annually in maintenance costs by transitioning to this new RosettaNet PIP.
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Solutions to Maximize Your Supply Chain

Increase your efficiency, meet industry best practices and comply with business requirements by adopting and implementing RosettaNet standards today. Conquering complexity is something the RosettaNet community knows something about. RosettaNet member companies represent in excess of $1.2 trillion dollars in annual revenue, and conduct billions of dollars in transactions per year within their trading networks using RosettaNet Partner Interface Processes (PIPs). Whether you need to re-engineer your supply chain, or just add value in manufacturing, this is good company to keep.

If you are interested in learning more, and to participate in standards development to create the next generation supply chain and build business value for your company, please call +1 937.610.4221 or visit [www.rosettanet.org/community](http://www.rosettanet.org/community)